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Abstract
Generalized intersection and projection bodies are de2ned and constructed for a spatial convex polytope P. The gener-
alized intersection body extends the de2nition of the classical Petty body, while the generalized projection body can be
considered a dual formulation of the base construction. The method of construction is outlined and an example is used to
illustrate the induced structures. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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A convex body K in three-dimensional Euclidean space E3 is de2ned as a compact convex subset
of E3 with nonempty interior K◦. In this note, a convex polytope P is used as the realization of
K , and the terms polytope and body will refer to three-dimensional constructs, while polygon and
2gure will refer to two-dimensional objects. The unit sphere in E3 is denoted S2.
The Petty body provides the motivation for the generalized shape operators considered in this note.
The Petty body is a classical structure from convex geometry [4] which is constructed as follows.
Consider the point Q ∈ Po and the plane (u) with normal vector u ∈ S2 passing through Q. The
intersection of (u) and P yields the convex polygon with m vertices denoted by Pm(u) = (u)∩ P.
From point Q construct the area centroid 1 2gure (	2Pm(u);Q) of Pm(u), and then determine the area
of (	2Pm(u);Q); A(	2Pm(u);Q) = A(u). The value of the area of the centroid 2gure allows a radial
function to be de2ned in terms of a vector centered at Q of length QA(u) in the direction u. The
Petty body PeP is constructed by varying the direction vector u and repeating the above operations:
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1 The boundary of the area centroid 2gure is the locus of the centroids of the halves of Pm(u) which are obtained by
cutting Pm(u) by lines through Q ∈ P om .
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Table 1
A list of 2gures commonly associated with a convex polygon Pm
Figure type F Figure name
Pm Projection
DPm DiEerence
IPm Intersection
	iPm; i =−1; : : : ; 2 Centroid
P˜m Podal
P∗m Polar
PGm Gauge
WPm Crystal
RaPm ReFection
RiPm Inscribed∑
i Pm; i = 1; : : : ; 4 Symmetry
construct (	2Pm(u);Q), compute A(u)=A(	2Pm(u);Q), and then take the union of the vectors QA(u)
as u covers S2:
(PeP;Q) =
⋃
u∈S2
QA(u):
The Petty body is a particularly fascinating object because of the rather unusual processes implicit
in its construction. For a given point Q ∈ Po and a direction de2ned by u ∈ S2, the (intersection)
polygon Pm(u)=(u)∩P is 2rst formed. Next, associated with the polygon Pm(u) and point Q ∈ Pm(u)
is a 1gure F(Pm(u);Q),
(Pm(u);Q)↔F(Pm(u);Q);
where in the Petty construction F(Pm(u);Q) = (	2Pm(u);Q), the area centroid 2gure. Finally, a
numerical measure of the 2gure F(Pm(u);Q) is extracted through the action of the functional ’:
’ :F(Pm(u);Q)→ ’(F(Pm(u);Q))
and for the Petty body, ’ is simply the area functional of F(Pm(u);Q),
’(F(Pm(u);Q)) = A(	2Pm(u);Q) = A(u):
The centroid 2gure is only one of a number of 2gures which arise in convex geometry, however,
and a sampling of the most common 2gure types are listed in Table 1. A more complete exposition
of the 2gure types, including their de2nition, historical origin, and theoretical properties, can be
found in [1,3]. Generalized constructions of some of these 2gures have been attempted (e.g., [2]). In
addition to the area functional, there are many diEerent functional types that may also be employed
(such as the perimeter and mean curvature functional). The many Favors of 2gures and functional
types provide the natural conditions and motivation to generalize the Petty construction and de2ne
a new class of body.
The generalized intersection body is de2ned for an arbitrary 2gure “type” F and functional
’. The class of objects developed are new and the constructions lead to a number of exotic and
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beautiful shapes. The exploration of the theoretical aspects of these generalized bodies, however,
their structure, properties, and application (e.g., to isoperimetric relations such as described in [3])
has yet to be investigated.
For a given 2gure “type” F and functional ’ that acts on F, associated with the point Q ∈ Po is
the generalized intersection body (IF;’P;Q). Two distinct realizations of the generalized intersection
body arise depending upon the method of construction.
Input: Q ∈ Po; F; ’.
Output: (I∪F;’P;Q); (I
∩
F;’P;Q).
Step 1. For a given point Q ∈ Po and direction de2ned by u ∈ S2, compute the intersection of
P with the plane (u) de2ned by the normal vector u and such that Q ∈ (u). Label the resultant
convex polygon Pm(u) = (u) ∩ P.
Step 2. For a given 2gure type F (such as listed in Table 1), construct the 2gure F(Pm(u);Q)
associated with Pm(u) and the point Q.
Step 3. Compute a numerical value (such as the area) associated with the 2gure F(Pm(u);Q) and
described through the functional ’(F(Pm(u);Q)).
Step 4. The value of ’(F(Pm(u);Q)) = (u) is used as the magnitude of a vector centered at
Q in the direction u; Q(u). Denote t(u)+ as the half-space that passes perpendicular through the
tip of the vector Q(u) and contains Q.
Step 5. The generalized intersection body (IF;’P;Q) is constructed as the points-union of the
radial vector Q(u) or as the intersection of the half-spaces t(u)+:
(I∪F;’P;Q) =
⋃
u∈S2
Q(u)
(I∩F;’P;Q) =
⋂
u∈S2
t(u)+:
The formulation of a generalized projection body is developed in a manner analogous to the
generalized intersection body except that in Step 1 the (intersected) convex polygon Pm(u) is replaced
by the projection of P onto (u). Consider the polytope P, direction vector u ∈ S2, and plane (u)
de2ned with normal u. For a given direction u, the (orthogonal) projection of P onto (u) yields
the convex polygon which is denoted by [Pm(u);Q], where the point Q projects orthogonally onto
the plane. The remaining steps in the construction of the generalized projection body are identical
to the preceeding case. For a given point Q ∈ Po, direction u ∈ S2, 2gure type F, functional ’, and
projected polygon [Pm(u);Q], compute F[(Pm(u);Q)]; (u)=’(F[Pm(u);Q]); Q(u), and t(u)+.
The generalized projection body is realized through the constructions
(∪F;’P;Q) =
⋃
u∈S2
Q(u);
(∩F;’P;Q) =
⋂
u∈S2
t(u)+:
An example illustrates the structure of the generalized intersection and projection bodies for a
class of 2gure types F selected from Table 1 under the action of the area functional ’.
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Fig. 1. (a) The generalized intersection bodies (I∪F;’P;Q) for the class of 2gure type F= {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm ;∑
1 Pm;
∑
2 Pm}, functional ’=A, base polytope P10 ={(0; 0; 0); (0; 4; 0); (2; 4; 0); (4; 2; 0); (4; 0; 0); (4; 0; 4); (4; 2; 4); (2; 4; 3);
(0; 4; 2); (0; 0; 2)}, and reference point Q = (2:0; 2:0; 1:5). Read clockwise from top. (b) The generalized intersection bod-
ies (I∩F;’P;Q) for the class of 2gure type F = {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm ;
∑
1 Pm;
∑
2 Pm}, functional ’ = A, base
polytope P10 = {(0; 0; 0); (0; 4; 0); (2; 4; 0); (4; 2; 0); (4; 0; 0); (4; 0; 4); (4; 2; 4); (2; 4; 3); (0; 4; 2); (0; 0; 2)}, and reference point
Q=(2:0; 2:0; 1:5). Read clockwise from top. (c) The generalized intersection bodies (I∪F;’P;Q) for the class of 2gure type
F= {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm ;
∑
1 Pm;
∑
2 Pm}, functional ’=A, base polytope P10, and reference point Q as shown.
Read clockwise from top.
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Fig. 1. Continued.
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Fig. 1. Continued.
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Fig. 2. (a) The generalized projection bodies (∪F;’P;Q) for the class of 2gure type F= {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm ;∑
1 Pm;
∑
2 Pm}, functional ’=A, base polytope P10 ={(0; 0; 0); (0; 4; 0); (2; 4; 0); (4; 2; 0); (4; 0; 0); (4; 0; 4); (4; 2; 4); (2; 4; 3);
(0; 4; 2); (0; 0; 2)}, and reference point Q = (2:0; 2:0; 1:5). Read clockwise from top. (b) The generalized projection bod-
ies (∩F;’P;Q) for the class of 2gure type F = {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm ;
∑
1 Pm;
∑
2 Pm}, functional ’ = A, base
polytope P10 = {(0; 0; 0); (0; 4; 0); (2; 4; 0); (4; 2; 0); (4; 0; 0); (4; 0; 4); (4; 2; 4); (2; 4; 3); (0; 4; 2); (0; 0; 2)}, and reference point
Q=(2:0; 2:0; 1:5). Read clockwise from top. (c) The generalized projection bodies (∪F;’P;Q) for the class of 2gure type
F= {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm ;
∑
1 Pm;
∑
2 Pm}, functional ’=A, base polytope P10, and reference point Q as shown.
Read clockwise from top.
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Fig. 2. Continued.
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Fig. 2. Continued.
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Example.
Input:
Q= (2:0; 2:0; 1:5);
F= {DPm; IPm; 	2Pm; 	1Pm; P˜m;WPm;
∑
1
Pm;
∑
2
Pm};
P=P10
= {(0; 0; 0); (0; 4; 0); (2; 4; 0); (4; 2; 0); (4; 0; 0); (4; 0; 4); (4; 2; 4); (2; 4; 3); (0; 4; 2); (0; 0; 2)};
’=A(F(Pm(u);Q)):
Output:
{(I∪F;’P;Q); (I∩F;’P;Q)};
{(∪F;’P;Q); (∩F;’P;Q)}:
The generalized intersection bodies {(I∪F;’P;Q); (I∩F;’P;Q)} and projection bodies {(∪F;’P;Q);
(∩F;’P;Q)} are constructed for the base polytope P at the reference position Q = (2:0; 2:0; 1:5)
as depicted by the coordinate axis marker in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The associated 2gures are
selected from the set F and include the diEerence (DPm), intersection (IPm), volume centroid (	2Pm),
surface area centroid (	1Pm), podal (P˜m), crystal (WPm), and symmetry (
∑
1Pm;
∑
2 Pm) 2gures, while
the functional type ’ chosen for the construction is the area functional. The generalized constructs
associated with the 2gure types are depicted clockwise starting from the top of each 2gure. In Figs.
1c and 2c, the generalized intersection (I∪F;’P;Q) and projection (
∪
F;’P;Q) bodies are constructed
with respect to an alternative reference location.
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